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The contents and format of this instance result is excellent.  It displays perfectly in my Evolution email 
app on Oracle Linux.  I can read it, study it, link from it, and save it; and find by text at a later time.

On the day of the email newsletter, and Thursday, one could find the email online at:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/1600daily/

The formatting and so forth there was also perfect.

But there didn’t seem to be an archive listed.  Reference and pointers to argument, logic, fact, 
standpoint, policy statements, etc., in any time it was put out there, for anybody at the White House, te 
President Trump, te Vice President Pence, and the GOP, and the citizen, to cite them and note them and 
annotate them and further them or augment them or re-define them or develop one’s own view using 
them as a reference and resource or referent is so benefitical.

The way the ‘2020 Aug 12 23:18:14 newsletter’ indicated, available both in email newsletter and on the
White House website, was presented, and its contents and structure, and logical style, is and was key, 
important, to be noted.

It would be dynamite to have a web page linked from the website and email (an additional link 
provided) that would display:

1.1 Search option by text (one or more words) for either title or contents, and a search button for that.
1.2 Search option by date, and a search button for that.
Result The result would be the title(s) of the relevant specific historical newsletter(s).
Then  Then one could link from that to the newsletter itself, arriving at the same as was published on 
that day.

This can only help Americans to know actual White House thinking, policy, and standpoint – an 
unfolding reference source.

#ProperPresentation
#InstanceResultOfProperPresentation

https://www.whitehouse.gov/1600daily/


#RedefiningHiistory
#ArchiveOfRedefiningHistory
#ArchiveOfInstanceResultsOfProperPresentation
#Thanks!

#PRSI!
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